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“The wrong side of history…” In a March 23rd opinion piece for USA Today, Columnist, Hemal Jhaveri (picture), 

lambasted Oral Roberts University and other Christian colleges saying schools that hold to Christian values should be 

banned. She writes: “…as the spotlight grows on Oral Roberts and it reaps the good will, publicity and revenue of a 

national title run, the university’s deeply bigoted anti-LGBTQ+ polices can’t and shouldn’t be ignored. While the school 

has been soundly mocked on social media for its archaic standards of behavior and code of conduct that bans profanity, 

‘social dancing,’ and shorts in classrooms, it is the school’s discriminatory and hateful anti-LGBTQ+ policy that fans 

should protest as the Golden Eagles advance in the tournament. Twice in their student handbook, Oral Roberts 

specifically prohibits homosexuality.”  

  Jhaveri wraps up her public lashing by charging that Oral Roberts’ on-court victories cannot offset its “moral failings.” 

The Golden Eagles basketball team can’t obscure the “dangerous and hateful ideology of its core institution.” In other 

words, ORU is on “the wrong side of history…” 

  Today’s cultural drivers – the media, celebrities, political leaders – are increasingly anti-Christian. It’s a post-Christian 

age. As our culture rapidly degenerates, we feel like we’re living in a foreign land. It’s why New Testament scholar, 

Darrell Bock (picture) in an article entitled, “We need to reset the rules of cultural engagement,” writes: “If your life is 

like mine, then you have been in conversations where something you take for granted because of your faith is not a given 

at all for the person you are talking to. Walk into almost any space or place and we can see it: race, sexuality, public 

health, freedom of expression, gender, even aspects of Christian teaching. In many cases, that difference is something 

that ten years ago would not have been an issue. Now that shared common ground is gone and we are being asked to 

take a few steps back to get to a place we used to just assume existed. We all know our culture has changed. We feel it 

and see it. Social media shows it. 

  My friends often ask me ‘Why are people so angry?’ and they are talking about almost everybody, including even fellow 

believers. What are thoughtful believers to do? How should we then engage? 

  One of the great challenges for the church today, not to mention our country at large, is the loss of a culturally shared 

backdrop. This change has been going on for quite some time, but it has escalated more recently. This challenge has 

become even more obvious and intense with the unprecedented combination of events in the last few months. The foment 

is palpable. In the last half century, the Judeo-Christian net that surrounded much of our Western culture has 

disappeared. Nothing has made this more transparent than recent Supreme Court decisions and the constant rumblings 

on social media on almost any topic you can pick…The battle between liberty and life has broken up what used to be 

said about the joint pursuit of life and liberty, not even to mention happiness.  

  How did we get here? More importantly, given this stark new reality, how does the church need to adjust to functioning 

in a far more pluralistic environment than many churches in the West have been accustomed to? We lack a theology of 

engagement in the church, and we desperately need it.” 

  While we’re in a post-Christian age, the Church was birthed in a pre-Christian age. The similarities are palpable. What 

turned that world upside down is the same that will turn ours right side up – the gospel. It’s the gospel that birthed the 

Church. It’s the gospel that shapes the Church, and it is the Church that spreads the gospel. 

  This morning we’re beginning a series on the book of 1 Thessalonians: Staying Strong, Living Ready. We find the birth 

of this church in Acts 17:1-10 (p. 926). Please turn with me there.  

  The city of Thessalonica was a seaport town in ancient Greece. It was built in 315 B.C. by Cassander (picture) a Greek 

general for Alexander the Great. He named it after his wife, Thessalonica, who was the half-sister of  Alexander the 

Great. 

  Thessalonica was an important crossroads for East-West travel (picture). It had a seaport with a superb harbor that 

attracted ships from every part of the Mediterranean. The famous Egnatian Way (a highway system) that connected 

Rome with Asia passed through Thessalonica. It was a strategic center of about 200,000 people. Whatever happened in 

Thessalonica would soon spread everywhere. Perhaps a modern equivalent would be Boston.  

  The population consisted of four main groups: Greeks, Romans, Jews, and Asians. Most were idol-worshiping pagans. 

Paul and his missions team visited Thessalonica on Paul’s 2nd missionary journey. After preaching in the local 

synagogue for “three sabbaths” (about three weeks), Paul had to get out of Dodge under pressure from the Jews who 

stirred up the local mob. 

  Ancient Thessalonica today is Salonica, the 2nd largest city in modern Greece. In World War I the Allies based soldiers 

there and during World War II, the Nazis extracted 60,000 Jews from the city and executed them.  

  Before we jump into our study of this New Testament letter, it’s important to know several facts. Four Facts You 

Need to Know.  



  It’s one of the oldest books in the New Testament. Scholars date it at approximately 50-51 A.D., meaning that it was 

written only 20 years after Jesus’ life and death. As such it is one of the earliest pictures we have of the Church in the 

very beginning. It’s our earliest missionary document. The only books that may be older than 1 Thessalonians are 

Galatians and James (which may or may not be one or two years earlier). 

  It’s one of the shortest books in the New Testament. It contains only 79 verses and can be easily read in 15 or so 

minutes. 

  It’s one of the simplest books to understand. Unlike Romans, there’s no complicated theology. Everything Paul writes 

is simple, clear and direct. It’s not a doctrinal treatise that raises hard questions. It’s a short letter to a very young church. 

  It’s one of the most practical books in the New Testament. In five short chapters Paul deals with a wide range of truth. 

The topics include true conversion, integrity, compassion, heavenly rewards, suffering, prayer, moral purity, hard work, 

the 2nd Coming of Christ and dealing with difficult people. Because it’s so clear, it’s a great book to study. It’s a 

wonderful book for new believers to read. Everyone can understand its message. 

  The book of Acts is the history of the birth of the Church. Acts 17:1-10 records the founding of this specific church. 

Paul’s brief ministry resulted in a small congregation made up of converted Greeks along with a few believing Jews and 

some leading women of the city.  

  Church-birth like childbirth follows a normal pattern. This morning we want to work through that pattern. In 2000 

years, the mission hasn’t changed. This church was born in a pre-Christian era. We’re ministering in a post-Christian 

one. The pattern for the birth of this congregation is to be our pattern too. Let me suggest… 

 

1. Christians circle back to the gospel. What do you tend to “circle back” to in your conversations? Spend much time 

with my wife, Jane, and you’ll soon find out that she grew up in East Lansing, Michigan and is a Michigan State fan. My 

son, Ben, loves anything and everything NASCAR.  

  Notice verses 1-2, “Now when they had passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia, they came to Thessalonica, where 

there was a synagogue of the Jews. And Paul went in, as was his custom…” I love that, yet I find it convicting. If you 

were around Paul very long, you knew very quickly that he loved Jesus because soon he’d be talking about Jesus.  

  You and I need to honestly ask ourselves: What do I usually talk about? Does Jesus, does the gospel, usually come up 

in my conversations? How long does it take for someone who meets me to learn that I’m a Christ-follower? C.S. Lewis 

(picture) said “Don’t shine so others can see you. Shine so that through you, others can see Him.” 

  When something is important to us, we talk about it. There’s something seriously wrong if we have friends, neighbors 

or co-workers that don’t have any idea we’re Christians. It indicates that Jesus isn’t very important to us. 

  Paul begins in the synagogue. It probably explains why his team didn’t stop in Amphipolis or Apollonia. It’s probable 

there was no synagogue there, as such there was no common foundation. In the synagogue there was a copy of the Old 

Testament Scriptures. They were monotheists, looking for the Messiah. Later in Acts 17 we find that Paul shared the 

gospel in Athens with very little results. Why? There was no common foundation. 

  We are to go to all the world. That’s the mission. We’re to go “to the end of the earth” (Acts 1:8). May the Lord lay on 

some of our own number to go “to the end of the earth.” Yet too many of us miss fertile ground around us. That family 

member, friend, neighbor or co-worker, because they’ve seen the difference that Jesus has made in your life are open to 

the gospel.  

  It’s a pattern repeated throughout the New Testament. When someone met Jesus, what’s the first thing they did? They 

shared Him with family and friends. Peter’s brother, Andrew brought him to Jesus. Philip met Jesus and found his friend, 

Nathaniel. Matthew the tax collector came to Christ, scheduled a banquet and invited his friends to meet Jesus. The 

Samaritan woman shared Jesus with her village.  

  My Mom met Jesus when I was a young child. Though I had two older brothers, my sisters and I were in our formative 

years and all three of us came to Christ while we were still children. When you lead someone to Christ, you may be 

starting a domino effect of reaching their spouse, children, siblings, parents and inner circle of friends. Many of you 

sitting here are evidence of that. A friend or family member came to Christ and then they shared Jesus with you and you 

came to Christ. “Each person is a door to a family and every family is a gateway to a community.”  

  Please understand. We need to share the gospel with everyone. Too often we get discouraged because we focus on the 

one with the least interest. I had a friend who started witnessing to people standing outside a tough bar. They weren’t 

very receptive to the message. But when we share with those who are more open and they come to Christ, it energizes us 

to share with those who are more resistant to the gospel.  

  Sharing the gospel takes determination. Paul and Silas didn’t take an Uber. Thessalonica was a 100 miles from their 

last missions endeavor in Phillipi and took them three days to walk it. What’s most shocking is that they even continued 

on to Thessalonica after Philippi.  



  In Philippi they saw several come to Christ: Lydia, a formerly demon-possessed slave girl, a Roman jailer and his 

family BUT it came at great cost. You’ll find the account in Acts 16. Paul and Silas were falsely accused, severely 

beaten and imprisoned overnight. It would have been tempting to go home. Sharing the gospel is not easy. It can be very 

difficult.  

  Adoniram Judson (picture) shared the gospel for seven years in what’s modern day Myanmar before he saw his first 

convert. He was imprisoned, lost his wife and child. In 12 years only 18 people had come to Christ.  

  After coming to Christ, George Muller (picture)  began praying for five of his friends. After many months, one of them 

came to the Lord. Ten years later, two others were converted. It took 25 years before the fourth man was saved. Muller 

persevered in prayer until his death for his fifth friend. For 52 years he never gave up hoping that he would accept 

Christ! His faith was rewarded, for soon after Muller's funeral the last one came to Christ.  

  My friend don’t quit! Don’t ever stop praying! Don’t ever stop sharing! I have friends in this community that I’ve been 

praying for years to come to Christ. It’s always too early to quit.  

  Our message must be the gospel. What I’m going to say may shock some of you. While I’m unapologetically pro-life, 

convincing others to be pro-life is not our mission. It’s not the gospel. Muslims and Buddhists believe that life begins at 

conception. It’s not surprising that a large percentage are pro-life like us. Feeding the hungry, advocating for justice, 

helping the homeless, calling out racism, a healthy marriage and family – all of those are good things BUT they’re not 

the gospel.  

  You can be pro-life, feed the hungry, advocate for justice, care about the homeless, hate racism and not know Jesus. If 

you accept the gospel, I believe those things will be true of you. But they are fruits of accepting the gospel. They’re 

outcomes, but they’re not the gospel. We must be very careful or they’ll become substitutes for the gospel and take away 

our focus from what transforms lives and changes eternal destinies.   

  Four key words in verses 2-3 describe Paul’s approach in sharing the gospel. First, he reasoned. That means that he 

dialogued with them through questions and answers. The gospel is not a sales pitch. He explained the Scriptures to them 

and proved that Jesus is indeed the Messiah. The word for “proving” means “to prove by presentation of the evidence.” 

Christianity isn’t intellectual suicide. It doesn’t mean that we park our brains at the door.  

  Paul was careful to proclaim the death and resurrection of Christ, which is the message of the Gospel. Too often we 

stop with the cross. The preaching in the book of Acts emphasized Christ’s resurrection. John Stott (picture), 

“Christianity is in its very essence a resurrection religion. The concept of resurrection lies at it’s heart. If you remove it, 

Christianity is destroyed.”  

  Jesus Christ is the center of the gospel. Jesus’ question to the twelve is the key question for every person, “Who do you 

say that I am?” (Matt. 16:15). That’s the main issue everyone needs to face. If Jesus is who He claimed to be, everything 

else follows. If He isn’t, nothing else follows.  

  Paul reasoned with them from the Scriptures, which in his time was the Old Testament. Could you take the Old 

Testament and show a person that Christ had to suffer and rise from the dead, and demonstrate that Jesus is the Christ? 

Paul probably took them to Psalm 22, a description of crucifixion written hundreds of years before it was a means of 

execution. He probably took them to Isaiah 53, where the prophet shows Messiah despised and forsaken, pierced for our 

transgressions and crushed for our sin. Paul knew his Bible. Do we want to win our world? We must know God’s Word.  

 

2. Sharing the gospel will have a response. The gospel will always have a response. It’s often divisive. Jesus said, “I 

did not come to bring peace, but a sword” (Matt. 10:34). When the gospel is clearly proclaimed, it draws a line in the 

sand. You can’t be neutral. Paul’s message stirred up controversy and divided people. Some believed and followed 

Christ. Others were very angry.  

  In America there’s frequently an ambivalence toward the gospel. We might think that accepting or rejecting the gospel 

is a lot like being invited over to Aaron Rogers’ (picture) house. We get there and he gives us some Hawaiian punch to 

drink and we trip and spill a bit on his white carpet. We might say, “oops!” So, should he get all upset at us for 

accidentally spilling on his carpet? No, not really. He might be frustrated by it but he’d be a pretty major jerk for going 

nuclear over it.  

  If rejecting the gospel is only an “oops” than it’d be very unreasonable for God to get all that upset at us for it. 

However, rejecting the gospel is not just an oops. It’s more like this. We get invited to Aaron Rogers’ house and when 

given punch, we throw it in his face. Then we start kicking holes in his walls.  

  Would he have a right to get upset at that point? Of course he would! He’d have the right to do something about it too, 

like calling the authorities.  

  Rejecting the gospel is like that. It’s not just another option on a multiple choice quiz. God the Father sacrificed His 

Son on the cross. To reject the gospel is to spit in His face. We haven’t just blundered. We’ve attacked the very character 

of God and deeply offended him. We deserve His justice.  



  The gospel is powerful. Paul saw a large number believe; devout Jews, Greek proselytes and some influential women, 

probably business leaders. Paul hoped that the salvation of the Gentiles would “provoke” the Jews into studying the 

Scriptures and discovering their promised Messiah (Romans 11:13-14). In Thessalonica it only angered the Jews, making 

them jealous, provoking them into persecuting the infant church. They took a page out of the Sanhedrin’s playbook when 

they dragged Jesus before Pilate. They accused Paul of promoting treason. The charge was that of “saying that there 

is another king, Jesus.” 

  The Greek word translated another means “another of a different kind,” that is, a king unlike Caesar and He is. Jesus’ 

kingdom is not political. It’s not of this world, but we can’t expect unbelievers to understand this. God has not called us 

to fight political battles, but something much more important – spiritual ones. That’s what Brad Harbaugh (picture) from 

the Capital Commission is going to talk about next Sunday.  

  Were these charges true? No. We can’t expect unbelievers to play fair. The early Christians were accused of 

cannibalism because of communion (partaking of Jesus’s body & blood in the bread and cup). They were accused of 

incest because they referred to each other as brothers and sisters.  

  Christians were slandered recently in the aftermath of the Atlanta spa shootings. Some blamed the church where the 

shooter had attended. Crabapple First Baptist Church (picture) was maligned in the media because they were a “mostly-

white, socially-conservative church.”  

  Paul was slandered. The early church was slandered. We can expect it. Jesus promised us that we’d be persecuted. “If 

the world hates you, know that it has hated Me before it hated you. If you were of the world, the world would love you as 

its own; but because you are not of the world, but I chose you out of the world, therefore the world hates you. Remember 

the word that I said to you: ‘A servant is not greater than His master.’ If they persecuted Me, they will also persecute 

you” (John 15:19-20). Christ-followers will often pay a price for their faith. In most of the world, Christians are 

persecuted, jailed and even executed. We’ve been blessed with religious freedom in America. We should not be 

surprised if it comes to an end.  

 

3. The gospel is to revolutionize our lives and our culture. “These men who have turned the world upside down have 

come here also” (Acts 17:6).   

  The gospel should make this world very uncomfortable. God has called us to be revolutionaries, not political ones but 

spiritual ones. To call us world upsetters is one of the greatest compliments ever given to Christians. Living our lives 

according to Scripture, according to Jesus’ teachings, is revolutionary. Within the sphere of absolute, literal obedience to 

His commands lies the power that will evangelize the world and turn it upside down. Outside it is a nauseating, insipid 

Christianity, too common today.  

  Believers are disturbers. The message they bring, when it’s received, will cause trouble, create division, and compel 

disruption in staid lives. But what an exciting message if it’s received. It’s what God has called us to. It’s what we’re to 

be in this church! When the gospel goes into action, it results in a revolution in the life of the individual and in the life of 

society. Our gospel is to turn this world upside down.  

  That’s what Rodolfo Loyola (picture) did. For the gospel’s sake he was willing to turn his world upside down and it 

cost him.  

  Rodolfo Loyola was born in Cuba in 1928 and came to Christ when he was 24 after a Christian woman shared the 

gospel with him. In 1968, Rodolfo was the professor of literature at a Cuban university and a local pastor. The Cuban 

government instructed him to either abandon his faith or quit teaching school. They gave him 15 days to decide. Loyola 

replied, “I don't need 15 days. I don't need 15 minutes. I won't be back to teach tomorrow.”  

  Several days later, in the middle of the night, he was abducted and imprisoned in a Cuban concentration camp for over 

two years. In the camp he was sent to, he won the inmates around him to Christ. He caused such a stir in the 

concentration camp, they transferred him 13 times in 2 years! 

  In 1970, Castro's government told him he had 30 days to find $2,000 to take his family out of Cuba. He and his wife 

prayed for guidance, writing to family and friends in other countries. Thirty days later, there was $2010.00. With ten 

dollars in his pocket, Loyola and his family were sent to Spain where he joyfully exclaimed that he was a missionary to 

Spain sent by Castro! That’s what it means to turn your world upside down! 

 

Conclusion: Have you let Jesus turn your world upside down? There was a day when Jesus turned my world upside 

down. Instead of living in a If you think it’s bad now world, we can live in victory in this world anticipating the next. 

Our faith must not be private. We can’t just be Christians on Sunday or in the privacy of our homes. We must follow 

Jesus publicly.  

  Our faith can’t be limited to our churches or homes. It must be seen in our neighborhoods and workplaces. It means 

being more open and serious about our commitment to Christ. We’re called to be ambassadors for King Jesus. We must 



remember and live like Jesus is King over everything in this world. We’re called to acknowledge that “of His kingdom 

there will be no end.”  

  Dutch theologian and prime minister, Abraham Kuyper (picture), said, “There is not a square inch in the whole 

domain of our human existence over which Christ, who is Sovereign over all, does not cry, Mine!” There’s not a single 

place where Christ does not touch our lives. We must not privatize our faith. We can’t think that as long as we are 

reading our Bibles, praying and coming to church we’re doing enough. We can’t give into a secular mindset. Our faith 

must speak and be lived out in the public square.  

  That’s the message of 1 Thessalonians. It’s one of Staying Strong, Living Ready. We can’t shut up when the loud voices 

in our culture attempt to silence us with slurs and caricatures. We must engage the culture. God has called us to be 

missional, to be salt and light. If we live that way, Jesus gives us a promise: as we acknowledge Him before our world, 

He will acknowledge us before His Heavenly Father (Matthew 10:32).  

  It’s time to stand up for Jesus! It’s time to turn our worlds upside down! Are you in? Can Jesus count on you?  

 


